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THE WORLD IS CHANGING

Digital transformation, social conscience and the employees’ search for 
meaning are causing organizations to redefine what they do and how 
they create value. New competition, old business models and disengaged 
employees make leading change hard. 

Good leaders are scarce and to make matters 
worse, there is no time to spare.

OVERVIEW
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AND TODAY’S LEADERS NEED TO BE

Agile

Innovative

Adding value at speed

Inclusive

Decisive

Human

People Developers
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT MUST ADAPT

As inspiring as they can be, traditional methods that rely on expert-led tuition 
are at odds with advantage of experiential learning and self-directed inquiry, 
for example:

Leadership specialists want the advantage that innovative pedagogy offers. 

Even when combined successfully, the void between 
learning event and business impact is a cost in lost time and 
productivity.

But where can they go to find it?
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ABOUT US

Who

How

Why

What

We are an award winning leadership and organisation development consulting 
firm composed of practitioners with extensive background and experience in 
senior leadership and organisation development roles in the corporate sector.

Instead of advocating the kind of leadership organisations need, we work with 
clients to help them achieve their vision of success for their own context and 
culture. We do this applying a set of principles and practices which are both 
tested in the corporate world and validated by research.

As former heads of Leadership Development we observed that the content-
heavy programmes that fill the calendars of business schools and training 
departments don’t equip leaders to exercise leadership. We felt there was a 
more meaningful and impactful way to develop leadership capability and set up 
Accelerance to provide it.

We provide bespoke leadership development solutions based on corporate 
insight and innovative pedagogy. 
We deliver services in four categories: 

Leadership Development

Culture Change

Executive Transitions

Digital Advantage
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OUR 
SOLUTIONS

We work collaboratively, using our design principles to create the right solution for each client’s unique 
requirements. 

Our solutions fall into 4 practice areas:

Leadership Development

Executive Transitions

Culture Change

Digital Advantage

We develop future leaders for the challenges 
they face and equip them with the critical skills 

they need to perform well in the digital age.

Via our Executive Transition Programme we 
accelerate new leader’s establishment of 

foundations required for sustainable success.

We help executives transform their business 
and create a culture that enables them to 

deliver their strategy successfully.

Based on our own research, we help 
organisations clarify how digital technologies 

can improve the impact of leadership 
development at their company, and decide 

which ones they should consider using.
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What we offer

We design and deliver bespoke leadership and executive development 
solutions. We listen to understand your company-specific leadership needs 
and work in partnership to design interventions that equip your leaders to 
succeed.

We use engaging and innovative pedagogy that combines the provision of 
international best practice by external and internal experts with the advantage 
of self-directed personal development to discover and close individual 
leadership capability gaps.

To increase business impact, we engage senior executives as active and 
involved sponsors, as internal subject matter experts and mentors to their 
next generation of future leaders.

Working in partnership with you, our solutions frequently include the 
selection of real business issues for leaders to address in business challenge 
project teams. Our progammes deliver business value while developing 
leadership capability at the same time.

While traditional approaches emphasise expert-led tuition, our solutions use 
a rich variety of methods that make learning relevant, moving and memorable. 
These include experiential learning activities, discovery visits, behavioural 
simulations, self-reflection, skills practice with feedback and ‘on-the-job’ 
learning with peer-to-peer coaching.

Key Features
• Bespoke Solutions
• Executive Engagement
• Innovative Pedagogy
• Address Real Business Issues
• Expert-led and Self-directed Learning
• A Journey of Learning, Implementation and Improvement
• Leader’s Toolkits and Quick Reference Guides
• Online support for On the Job Development

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
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What we offer

We approach culture change as a need to create the conditions in which 
outstanding human performance can flourish. And we recognise the 
influential role leaders play in leading the creation of that climate.

While culture change requirements vary, our approach often uses a 
‘generative cascade’ that starts by engaging a critical mass of senior leaders in 
jointly owning the change that needs to happen.

We work with you to develop a clear strategic narrative – a consistent story 
that helps leaders communicate and explain the what, why and how culture 
change will take place.

To make culture change work, we give leaders and their teams a practical, 
step-by-step guide that encourages team members to question what’s 
happening, to discover what it means for them and decide how to make it 
work as a collaborative team.

Our culture change solutions frequently involve working with small, extended 
and cross-business teams because new values and culture change must 
come to life in the quality of human relationships, and not just individual 
performance.

Key Features
• Led from the Top
• Strategic Narrative
• Generative Cascade
• Practical Guides
• Culture Change Conversations
• With Small and Large Teams
• Values, Behaviours and Human Relationships

CULTURE CHANGE
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What we offer
Our Executive Transition Programme is a 6-9 month customised integration 
process that builds the foundations for each leader’s sustainable success.

We work collaboratively to ensure our services complement your internal on-
boarding processes.

We help new leaders take operational leadership, build relationships with their 
teams, understand stakeholder expectations, appreciate the culture and align 
their objectives with the company’s strategic intent.

To facilitate their transition, we use a range of practical tools including 
stakeholder mapping, an organisational diagnostic and SWOT analysis.  
We design and facilitate a new leader assimilation workshop, a leadership 
team workshop and one-to-one personal development planning 
conversations.

Working together, we help new leaders define and present a New 
Leader Roadmap to enable awareness of their challenges, priorities and 
commitments, and we ensure leaders obtain stakeholder endorsement of 
these initial plans.

Our solution is a highly-personalised service, supported by on-going coaching 
and consultation, that ensures your leaders succeed in their new roles.

Key Features
• Personalised Service
• Integrated with On-Boarding
• Stakeholder Mapping
• Organisational Diagnostic
• New Leader Roadmap
• Facilitated Leadership Team Workshops
• Personal Development Plan
• Stakeholder Endorsement
• Coaching and Consultation

EXECUTIVE TRANSITIONS
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What we offer
Our advisory service demystifies the application of digital technology in 
leadership development and shows you how to take advantage of it.

We work with Heads of Leadership to identify opportunities for improving the 
impact of leadership development programmes by optimising existing or new 
investment in the technologies you need.

We facilitate Digital Advantage Review Meetings for you and your internal 
stakeholders to understand the digital landscape and create your own plans 
for optimising digital in leadership development.

Using our Digital Best Practice Checklist, we help you identify a practical 
roadmap of incremental improvements in areas such as your Learning 
Management System, Online Learning Centres and Collaborative Learning 
Tools.

We help you assess the balance you need in using digital to support 
Corporate Alignment, Self-Directed Learning and Collaborative Inquiry.

We demonstrate how to enhance ‘on-the-job’ leadership development using 
an online support tool we developed precisely for that purpose – and we 
show how we can customise it for the target audience you want to reach.

And most importantly, we share our views on the impact of digital on the role 
of leadership, how AI and cobots change the work leaders do and we help 
you identify the new leadership capabilities required as the fourth industrial 
revolution unfolds.

Key Features
• Role of Digital in Leadership Development
• Optimise Investment and Impact
• The Digital Learning ‘Stack’
• Digital Advantage Review Meetings
• Digital Best Practice Checklist
• Practical Improvement Roadmap
• On-the-Job Leadership Development
• Impact of Digital and New Leadership Behaviours
• Data, Analytics and AI in Leadership Development

DIGITAL ADVANTAGE
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Engage executives

Learn to learn

Address genuine issues

Employ innovative pedagogy

Tailor bespoke solutions Perform on-the-job

Executive engagement ensures credibility, 
impetus and alignment to company 
strategy and objectives. It reinforces 
senior leaders’ role as a developer of 

future leaders and raises their awareness 
of leadership talent for succession.

Leaders rely daily, but often 
unconsciously, on their learning ability. 

We raise their awareness of it and equip 
them to improve their team’s learning 

ability. This stimulates a culture of 
learning and increases the organisations’ 

potential to adapt and succeed.

Addressing real business challenges 
makes the learning experience more 

relevant, meaningful and engaging for 
participants. Successful projects deliver 

a genuine business benefit while 
simultaneously enabling the development 

of leadership skills.

In lieu of traditional teaching methods, 
we employ learning methods that raise 
self-awareness, challenge assumptions, 

stimulate imagination, and deepen 
reflection.  These include but are 

not limited to experiential learning, 
behavioural simulations and discovery 

visits. 

Bespoke solutions have greater 
relevance and impact than off- the-
shelf interventions. Employing novel 

methodologies can hasten and deepen 
both individual and collective learning and 

behaviour. 

Our blended-learning solutions harness 
the advantages of technology at every 
step of the learning and development 

journey, putting the power of self-
directed learning in everyone’s hands.

OUR 
PRINCIPLES

Instead of advocating the kind of leadership organisations need, we work with clients to help them 
achieve their vision of success for their own context and culture. 

We do this applying six principles and practices which are both tested in the corporate world and 
validated by research. While no two projects are ever the same, we follow a disciplined process of 
design and delivery in close collaboration with our clients at each step. 

Tell us your leadership need and we’ll show you how our principles deliver it!
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OUR 
TEAM

TIM COBURN
Managing Partner

Formerly: Head of Talent Mgt at 
Syngenta

- Cumbria (UK) -

SANDRA BUCKLEY
Consultant

Formerly: Director of Culture 
at Telstra

- Montreal -

RAGIL RATNAM
Consultant

Formerly: Group Talent Manager 
at Old Mutual 

- Bangkok -

ANNA HARPER
Consultant

Formerly: Consultant with Korn 
Ferry and UN 

- Sydney -

STEVE MOSTYN
Consultant

Formerly: Head of Executive 
Development at RBS 

- Glasgow -

MARK JENNER
Consultant

Formerly: Senior Leadership 
Development director at Barclays

 - London -

LUCA TURCONI
CEO

Formerly: L&D Consultant at The 
Learning Partnership

- London -

EMMA PEARSON
Consultant

Formerly: Director of 
Organisation Development at 

Medtronic
- Geneva -

KAREN MARSH
Consultant

Formerly: Global Head of Talent 
and Diversity at Syngenta

- Basel -

ANGELA LAI
Consultant

Formerly: HRD for Axa (APAC)
- HK -

MIKE MAFFUCCI
Consultant

Formerly: Global head of talent & 
leadership at Deutsche Bank

- New York -

DANNY TOH
Consultant

Formerly: Director of client solutions 
at Korn Ferry and VP HR Solvay 

(APAC)
- Singapore-

ANTOINE GEROME
COO

Formerly: Consultant at Adecco 
- London -
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OUR CONSULTANTS 
CAPABILITIES

As a professional services firm, we are proud to have consultants who genuinely understand the 
challenges faced by corporate organisations and who offer advanced expertise in the design and 

facilitation of bespoke leadership development solutions. 

To be part of our team, consultants must possess 6 key capabilities: 

Corporate credibility 

Pedagogical expertise

Collaborative style

Breadth of Ability

Business Impact Digital Understanding

Extensive corporate experience in full-time, 
permanent roles in HR specialist functions 
such as executive education, leadership 
development, organisation development, 
talent management and learning and 
development.

Deep expertise in designing bespoke 
solutions that address real business 
challenges, develop capability and drive 
performance at the same time.

We work collaboratively, with an iterative 
process that leverages listening, questioning, 
challenging thinking and assumptions, and 
co-creating the most suitable, bespoke 
intervention.

Breadth of expertise in addressing real 
business issues, organisation development, 
culture change, leadership development, 
blended learning and leader-led development.

Our consultants understand the principles of 
general management and use that knowledge 
to learn quickly, build rapport, demonstrate 
credibility and earn respect as trusted 
advisors and partners.

Our consultants understand the role of 
digital technology in leadership development. 
We use this understanding to increase the 
impact of our client solutions, building on and 
optimizing the digital learning services and 
applications you already have in place.
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ARTICLES & 
RESEARCH

• Digital ERA Leadership: Enduring, Redefined, 
Augmented

• Creating Psychologically safe spaces for leadership 
development

• Changing the way we learn – How Digital Technology 
Improves the Impact of Leadership Development

• Are we in Leadership overload?
• Key ingredients for building a “Trust-based 

Partnership” with your leadership development 
provider

• Getting the most out of thought leaders in your 
development interventions

• Developing Leaders: “What Really Works?”
• How are digital technologies shaping the approach to 

leadership development today?
• We work together why not learn together?
• The Power of Learning – How organisations use 

learning to increase their potential to succeed
• The Digital Revolution – shaping the future of 

leadership and talent
• Harnessing the Curiosity of Frontline Leaders to 

Drive Performance

• The Role of Digital Technology in Executive and 
Leadership Development

• How is leadership changing and how should 
leadership development adapt?

• Key issues shaping the future of work and 
consequences for the way organisations could be 
working in 2030

• Innovation in Leadership Development
• How do key stakeholders measure the impact of 

customised executive development interventions 
in their organisation

• Leadership 2020 & Beyond

To read all of Accelerance’s articles and research studies click HERE.

ARTICLES RESEARCH
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Over the last two years we have worked closely with Accelerance in building a highly 
successful Leadership programme. Although we knew of the team’s work and skillset it 
was their honest hunger to build a successful partnership to create the solution that drove 
results. The team that they selected comprised of people with a deep knowledge base, a 
real willingness to challenge and a hunger to understand our business – definitely the right 
people for us.  As a result of working with Accelerance our Leaders are better equipped to 
be successful in a challenging and changing environment and to ensure the future success 
of our business.

What I most appreciate about Accelerance is their passion for ensuring that interventions 
really add maximum value for the client. They are not simply interested in earning a pay check, 
but in ensuring that interventions have impact and that learning sticks. This means that they 
will passionately, creatively and constructively engage with you in building interventions, and 
they will be tactfully honest in telling you when they feel that your choices may not be the 
best way to go. They will do their level best to ensure that your intervention is  a success. I 
regard them as a trusted advisor and learning partner. They have earned this status.

It has been an enriching experience to work with Accelerance. They have supported us 
with an executive transition program, with  the design of a self-reflection toolkit for our 
Executive Leadership program and executive coaching. 
All these initiatives were delivered with high quality and had a big impact on leader 
development. In addition the partnership with Accelerance has been very strong 
- in terms of close collaboration in finding the right solutions, thought leadership, 
responsiveness and the ongoing advice and support. It is a pleasure to work with them.

I knew after our first meeting Accelerance were the right partner right to work 
with on our senior Accelerated Development programme - we met for 3 hours to 
share each others values, aspirations, views and passion for developing talented 
future leaders and it was a meeting where we jointly felt it was right to work with 
each other. The programme has had a profound effect on not just the delegates, 
but the broader organisation, taking an innovative approach to learning, enquiring 
not telling, learning from outside our industry for inspiration and developed a 
powerful cohort who have had a positive effect on the organisation. I have kept in 
touch with the Accelerance team and I will certainly be working with them again 
throughout my career.

Nick West, Learning & Development Specialist at Old Mutual Wealth

Gary Gilligan, Global Learning and Development Manager for Cristal

Samira Mairaj, Region HR Head, Emerging Growth Markets at Alcon

Kevin Murphy, UK Talent & Learning Manager

WHAT CLIENTS SAY 
ABOUT US
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